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Diary Dates
March
1
8
9
20
22

Parish Council meeting 7.30pm VH
WI 7.30pm VH Myrtle Sellors - Quilting
Village Quiz 7.30pm VH
ELHG 7.30pm VH
Gardening Club 7.30pm VH John Wellington - Bonsai for Beginners

April
5
12
13
17
19

Parish Council - Have Your Say 6.30pm VH
WI Joint Meeting at Rowsley
Village Quiz 7.30pm VH
ELHG 7.30pm VH
WI Group Social at Darley Dale - History of
Canals - Mrs Suzie Litton-Wood
26 Gardening Club 7.30pm VH - Richard
Marriot - Cacti & Succulents

From the DERBYSHIRE TIMES FRIDAY, JUNE 3, 1977

IT’S A WASHOUT
Screams
ELTON’S ‘It’s a knockout’
turned into a washout at the Said Doug: “I was bending down
changing cameras when I heard
weekend . . . for the spectators.
this groaning noise. There was a
The drenching in the sunshine loud crack and then screams as the
came when a giant portable pool burst open.
swimming
pool
collapsed,
pouring 5,000 gallons over the “There was water everywhere . . .
it was like a tidal wave coming
crowd . .
out.”
The burst came during a wet
sponge fight on a pole stretched Nobody was hurt but a girl
contestant had to be rescued from
across the pool.
the water by other competitors.
And standing next to the pool
seconds before it burst was staff Added Doug: “I’ve put the
dampers on some jobs I’ve done in
photographer Doug Fearn.
the past but this was taking things
too far . . .”

Editorial Policy
We welcome your news, views and
articles of interest, provided they are
not
anonymous,
libellous
or
offensive. Views expressed are not
necessarily those of the editorial
team. Items may be condensed
where necessary.
News items, for sale/wanted adverts
and announcements are free to
Parish residents. For business
advertising rates please contact
John Wellington 650857.
If you would like to join the editorial
team please contact one of us.

All the water events had to be
cancelled but Elton still went on to
win.
More than 700 people watched
Elton beat teams from Warsop, the
Friden Works near Youlgreave and
a joint team from Winster and
Birchover.
The event was the first organized
on the Jubilee Sports Field since it
was bought last week by the
villagers at an auction.
Cash from Saturday will go to help
pay off the cost of buying it.
Special thanks to Mr J Furniss for
this article from 35 years ago.

Echo Editorial Team
John Moseley
John Wellington

650760
650857

Please send us your news, views,
stories and diary events (for June,
July, August & September) no later
than:Next Copy Date
Monday - 7th May 2012
to:

John Wellington
Stride Cottage, Main Street.

Preferably by email in MSWord to:
eltonecho@tiscali.co.uk or
on CD or handwritten

May
3
12
15
24

Parish Council meeting 7.30pm VH
WI 7.30pm Resolutions Meeting
ELHG 7.30pm VH
Gardening Club 7.30pm VH - AGM

June
7 Parish Council meeting 7.30pm VH
14 WI 7.30pm Tina Cox - Aromatherapy
19 ELHG 7.30pm VH

Weekly events
Refuse Collection Wed (unless Bank Hol)
Gentle Keep Fit every Wednesday at 6.30pm
in Village Hall. Contact Anne Wellington 650857

Fortnightly events
The Eltonians (the over 60’s group) meet
every other Wednesdays at 2pm in the Village
Hall. Contact Mike Musgrave on 650293 for
details.
Glass & Paper Collection - Blue Box & Bag
Every other Wednesday - from 14th March
Garden Waste Collection - Green Bin
Every other Thursday - from 15th March
Mobile Library - see back page
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Parish Council – Have Your Say!

We all know that the Parish of Elton and Gratton is a desirable and enjoyable place to live, with a great
community spirit and friendly people. Yet, we on the Parish Council, know that there are always things
that can be done to improve our area and make it an even better place to live and visit.
Even though Parish Councillors meet every first Thursday of the Month to give the public the opportunity
to come along to raise matters, complain or praise, we suspect that there are other things that the
community may want to see done, changed or just preserved.
So, we as a Parish Council are inviting YOU, the residents of Elton and Gratton, to an informal public
gathering to tell US what, if anything, you would like to see in the Parish Plan.
So, whether it’s about village facilities, services, roads, bins, footpaths, parking or anything else, come
along and let us know what you want from your village.
We can’t promise to fix everything at once or please everybody, but we promise to try!
Meeting is to be held on 5th April at 6.30pm in Elton Village Hall. Refreshments will be available.
For more information, please call Colin Swindell on 650 672 or 07816 986 956.

.........And on a separate matter. Elton Parish Council would like to thank everybody involved in
making the Christmas Tree Light-up a great success and thank village residents who braved the cold
weather and came along on the night. A special thank you must go to the WI for putting on the mulled
wine and mice pies!
Elton Parish Councillors

Elton Village Website
Residents of Elton and Gratton may have noticed over recent months that the Village website has disappeared. You
may also have noticed that since October 2011 very there have been very few or no updates at all made to the
website.
Due to ongoing technical problems with the website provider and host, a decision has been made to close the website
and transfer the site and the address to a new service provider.
Although construction of the new site is now completed I am currently waiting for it to be transferred over to the
existing address and it should, therefore, remain as
www.elton-derbyshire.com .
The new site will be more accessible and easier to use, allowing more frequent updates and information to be
published for Parish residents to read.
It is anticipated that things should be back up and running by the end of February or the start of March.

Echo Distribution
We have been delighted with the excellent response we have had to our request for people to
distribute the Echo. Thank you to everyone who has offered their help.
District Councillor
Colin Swindell 01629 650672

Parish Councillors
John Moseley
Chair 650760
Colin Swindell Vice Chair 650672
Cath Dawe
650649
Jonathan Snodgrass
650489
Chris Hirst
650217
Nigel Mason
650440

All correspondence to the Clerk:
Janice Jackson Tel: 650727
8 Bradley Close
Birchover
DE4 2BG

County Councillor
Simon Spencer 01335 324324
Member of Parliament
Patrick McLoughlin,
Derbys West Constituency Office
01332 558125
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All Saints Church

Vicar: Canon David Truby
Minister with pastoral charge:
The Rev’d Andrew Taylor-Cook
Church Warden: Alastair Scrivener

From the Revd Andrew Taylor-Cook
824707

One of the most frequent questions I get asked is, “What is
a typical day for you?” And to be honest, it is a very difficult
question to answer, because I don’t have a ‘typical’ day. To
Monthly Services
try and define what it means to be a priest and as to what
1st Sunday 9.30am Book of Common Prayer it entails is very challenging. I usually plan my diary a week
2nd Sunday 6.00pm Sanctuary
or two ahead. But that doesn’t always work, why? Because
3rd Sunday 9.30am Parish Eucharist
something unexpected happens: a sudden death for
4th Sunday 6.00pm Evensong
5th Sunday Where this occurs, we will join
example, a serious illness, or a crisis in someone’s life. It
with the Methodists. Please refer to church
could even be that I need to give someone an extra hour or
notice board for details.
two of my time, which I didn’t factor into my day. I am
pretty sure that this all sounds familiar, because I know I am
not alone. Life in general can be like that. For we never know how the week is going to plan out,
or for that matter, even today!
820049
650791

Another question I frequently get asked is, “Why do some people seem to go through life without
any problems, whilst others get more than their fair share?” Now if I knew the answer to that, I
would be a millionaire and wouldn’t have a care in the world. As it happens, ‘life’ happens to me
too! Just because I am a man of the cloth, doesn’t mean I am immune from life’s misfortunes, ills
and disappointments. Trust me I get my fair share of them too. But I guess the main difference for
me, is that, I place my whole trust in God. As I write, I am reminded of verses 1 and 2 from Psalm
23, “The Lord’s my shepherd I shall not want. He makes me lie down in green pastures and leads
me by still waters.” I know that whatever happens, God made a promise to never leave me or
forsake me, which is why I can and do place my whole trust in him. I may ‘need’ from time to time,
but I shall never ‘want’, and I may go through some difficult and challenging times, but he will be
there to lead me through it. And the good news of this story is - he made that promise to you too!
Andrew.

WANTED
The Parochial Church Council is holding a Jumble Sale to raise funds for the church(date to be
advised). If you have any items to donate would you contact Anne on 650857 or Jean on 650829
VOLUNTEERS REQUIRED AT THE CHURCH
We are looking for some help to clean our church on a regular basis.
A vacuum cleaner and cleaning products are kept in the building.
The church is open every day in daylight hours so the timing is flexible.
Individual help is welcome, or why not go with a friend?
If you would like to give a little time, please ring Jane on 650489
or e-mail snods@tesco.net
An hour a week would make such a difference.
Thank you
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District Councillor's Corner
In the previous edition of the Elton Echo, I informed residents of the District Council’s decision to
award a new waste management contract to a new service provider, Serco Ltd.
Since then, more details have been confirmed as to what changes will take place and how they
will affect local residents. These changes can be briefly summarised as follows;
For households currently on the Grey bin scheme:
The current grey wheelie bin for general refuse will be collected fortnightly as opposed to
weekly.
A new wheelie bin with a blue lid will be used to collect dry recyclables, including glass, tins
and plastics, along with a separate insert for paper and cardboard.
A Blue bag can be provided for excess cardboard.
The current green bin will be now be used for the collection of garden waste only.
Isolated properties and those currently on the ‘black sack’ scheme
Black sacks will be collected on a fortnightly basis.
An unlimited number of blue bags will be provided for dry recyclables as outlined above.
Compostable sacks will be provided for garden waste recycling.
All properties will be provided with a small caddy to enable them to recycle food waste. This will
be collected weekly for sanitation reasons. General waste will be collected one week and
recycling/garden waste will be collected on the second.
I know some will be disappointed by the change to a fortnightly collection for general waste.
There are, however, significant advantages with the new service, such as the added recycling
options on the doorstep and giving those properties which previously could not recycle on the
kerbside the opportunity to do so.
Finally, it is anticipated that from August 2012, bring banks (better known as recycling centres or
points) will be extended to include cardboard collections.
May I reassure all residents again that the District Council will be carrying out a huge publicity
drive to keep everybody informed of the changes.
In the meantime, if you wish to discuss any of the issues outlined above or bring any other matter to my attention, please feel free to contact me using the details below.
Best wishes
Colin Swindell
District Councillor
Telephone: 01629 650 672

Mobile: 07816 986 956

Email: colin.swindell@derbyshiredales.gov.uk
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The Winster Pre School

Elton W.I.
In Jaanuary, as our speaker was
unable to come,we enjoyed a
relaxed social evening. First we
discussed and voted upon the
suggested resolutions for the
AGM in London and then were
given the results of the survey
conducted by Jane Dear on
ideas for future meetings. A
competition, cup of tea and a
natter concluded the meeting.

Gentle Keep Fit

National Lottery Draw

The keep fit class meets every
Wednesday at 6.30 - 7.30pm in
the Village Hall. Nothing too
strenuous and it's only £1.50
per session and everyone is
welcome.

Winster Pre School are running
a National Lottery Bonus Ball
Draw with a weekly prize
of £20.
We still have a few numbers
available. Anyone who is
interested please contact Cathy
Banks on 01629 650593

Because of the treacherous road
conditions the speaker for
February postponed her visit
until May and only a short
Business meeting was held
before the ten members who
had braved the freezing
weather returned home.
We hope our own President will
be more fortunate with the
weather in March when she
gives a demonstration of
Quilting which will involve us all
in some sewing.
Four of our members will take
part in the County Quiz on 22
March and in April we host the
Group meeting.
On April 21st there is a special
free WI event at the Winding
Wheel from 10.30am to 3.30pm
which is open to everyone.
There will be fashion parades,
demonstrations, games, craft
dabbles and stalls. So if you are
in Chesterfield on that day you
might like to call in.

Do you know anyone who is blind or
partially sighted
...........who would like to receive local news and magazines
on cassette tape free of charge?
Matlock Talking Newspaper Association can offer the Matlock
Mercury (incorporating the Derbyshire Times), People’s
Friend and Womans Weekly on a weekly basis, and
Derbyshire Life and the National Geographic magazine
monthly.
Please contact Chris Fryer on 01629 584086 for further
information.

Outreach Service, Elton
The service is located at:
The School House, Elton Primary School,
Main Street, Elton
Opening times
Every Thursday between 1:45pm and 3:45pm
Services include:
Postal services, stamps, pensions, benefits, council tax & bill payments,
Plus car tax & cash withdrawals
(Some services may be subject to change)
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..... Ramblings .....

I am taking the liberty to present Ramblings in a slightly different form this time, as an Epitaph in fact.
Just before Christmas, my mother died at the age of 92. This obviously causes a major re-evaluation now
that oneself is the next to step up to the line. But anyway, I would like to relate this little anecdote as a
memorial to her.
From a very early age when I was still at her knee and she told delightful childlike stories, she also used
to recite the odd little verse as well. At this tender age you easily take a wax impression of everything
that you are exposed to, and consequently I have known these poems by heart for my whole life, without
really realizing the depth of their meaning for her. So here is one of her notable choices. It is a poem
called
written during the First World War by Edgar Guest. It was first published in
1919 [which by coincidence was the year of my mother’s birth], in a volume called ‘The Path To Home'.
But it was written at least 2 years before this….

Want to see family and friends
without the hassle?

Homestead Farm
B&B and Self-catering Cottage
Book them in with Jean or Alan Carson on

Tel. 650359
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And I suppose the reason I am telling you all this is that I now see that this was my mother’s philosophy
of life. I didn’t know that as a child, I only knew the poem. The poem was read at her funeral.
The second verse, which I have likewise known as an integral part of my existence, always seemed rather
obscure to a child’s understanding, but I used to love the way the sounds just tripped along, without
knowing they might contain any actual meaning. It now appears to be in a similar vein to the first.

So that’s it, as my mother used to say. I won’t comment any further in case I begin to look foolish.

Spring to Mid-summer

Winter is over Spring has arrived
Fields full of clover, streams hurry by
Frogs busy spawning, birds build their nests
Each new day dawning no time to rest.
When summer begins the sun warms the ground
Flowers start blooming spreading colour around
The fawn grows stronger as he runs by his mother
Days get longer as we come to mid-summer.

Furnished cottage
to rent in Elton
for up to 6 months.
Available from Nov/Dec 2011

jonandsimone@fsmail.net.
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Conservative treat at Elton

This snippet is taken from the Derby Mercury, Wednesday September 28 1859, soon after the return to
Parliament of William Mundy, Conservative MP for South Derbyshire, 1849-1865.

In 1859, it was votes for men, teas for women, buns for children and everyone was happy!
In the census of 1851 Elton was a ‘small town’ of about 550 people, of whom about 180 were women
and girls over the age of 14. About 100 of them were wives but mostly wives of lead miners and
agricultural labourers rather than farmers. Whereas today 300 buns amongst Elton’s children would give
them all a generous bag full, in 1859 they would get two each, that’s if the 50 or so children aged 2 or
under went without. Of the 211 children aged 14 or under in 1851, fewer than 30 had proper schooling
while the others would go to school only on Sundays, when they’d be taught religion and the other three
Rs. During the week most children would help in the home, on the farm and in the parents’ shop or
workshop. Twelve boys worked in the lead mines, including John Marshall aged 8, Ralph Webster aged
10 and Cornelius Stone aged 11.
What about the 200 women enjoying their teas at the house of Mrs Joule and at the Miners’ Standard
Dish? Mrs Joule’s was a pub, the Red Lion (now The Old Red Lion in Ivy Lane). She was the widow of
Robert Joule who had kept the Red Lion for about 20 years until his death in 1857. He was probably a
relative of John Prescott Joule, the famous physicist, as J.P. Joule’s grandfather is known to have lived
in Elton in the 18th century. The Youlgreave band was able to play simultaneously to guests at the Red
Lion and the Miners’ Standard Dish because this wasn’t the pub in Winster but the one on Main Street
that was previously called the Nelson’s Arms. There were pubs called the Miners’ Standard in Wirksworth, Middleton by Wirksworth, Brassington and Carsington as well as in Winster, the standard being
the standard-sized dish in which lead ore was measured. With the decline in lead mining, Elton’s pub,
now Nelson House, reverted to its old name – or rather, one of its old names; we don’t know what it
was called when Ralph Keeling was innkeeper here in 1738, 20 years before Nelson was born.
You can read more about the lives of children in 19th century Elton in
by Winifred Woodward. The book is available in the church, price £2.
SATURDAY 24TH MARCH at BAKEWELL PARISH CHURCH at 7.30 p.m.
Bakewell Choral Society will sing: FAURE; Requiem & Cantique de Jean Racine; LAURISDEN Lux Aeterna Tickets
£10(Students and accompanied children FREE) from Bakewell bookshop, Choir members and at the door.

Bakewell Choral Society are currently recruiting new members to take part in a very varied repertoire which this year
includes Faure Requiem and ‘A Night at the Opera’. If you enjoy singing and have some knowledge of music, you
don’t need to be an expert, come along to a rehearsal. Try us out and if you like us we’d be happy for you to join. It’s
a great way to escape the stress of modern life, learn new skills and make friends with like minded people. Rehearsals
are on Monday evenings in term time (7:15 to 9:30pm) at Bakewell Methodist Church, Bakewell DE45 1EL. For further
information, please contact the Membership Secretary, Penny Senior 01629 650919.
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Tel: 01629 816200
Fax: 01629 816310
E-mail: customer.service@peakdistrict.gov.uk
Web: www.peakdistrict.gov.uk
Minicom: 01629 816319
Aldern House . Baslow Road . Bakewell . Derbyshire . DE45 1AE

PEAK
O DISTRICT
NATIONAL PARK AUTHORITY
Date:

14 December 2011

To all residents of the national park
Hello,
Planning in a national park can be a controversial issue. It sometimes is in my village; I am sure it sometimes is in
yours. That is because planning matters to us all.
You will probably have seen leaflets circulating raising concerns about planning in the National Park. As chair of the Peak
District National Park Authority’s planning committee, and someone plugged into the feelings of people in local communities,
I welcome any and all interest in our work and actively search out constructive suggestions for improvement.
We all want to improve and we want to improve with all of you, our local communities, our parishes, our critics and those
who have had successful outcomes as well. In fact in the last year 85 per cent of planning applications we considered were
approved. I want us all to be in this together; all of us helping improve the planning process in this National Park.
Planning officers and members of the Authority are all determined to go that extra mile to try to make your experience of
planning a better one. In planning matters, sometimes of course, the answer will be no. That is the nature of planning.
What we can promise is that we will work with you to try and find a way of enabling a development to happen and to deal
with your application in a helpful and professional way.
Together with the vice chair of the Authority’s Planning committee, I am leading an improvement programme in our
planning service, especially focusing on improving customer service and communication providing the most transparent and
open planning process. I know how hard officers and members are working to achieve this aim.
We welcome critical feedback. I hear from many of you from all our local communities when we get something wrong; and
when we get something right. That pleases me very much and delights our hard working officers who are trying as hard as
they can to engage with you all in all our local communities.
As a vital improvement tool, the good news is that we now have our new planning policy (called the Local Development
Framework core strategy); we are in the first 30% of planning authorities in the country to have been successful in that.
Earlier this year, one of our planning managers was voted the Royal Town Planning Institute’s Young Planner of the Year.
Recently the planning minister, Greg Clarke MP, expressed to the Parliamentary All Party Group his general satisfaction with
the planning regime in national parks.
So, anyone worried about a planning case or planning processes, don't hesitate to contact us. Take the direct route, not
one through a third party...direct is always best and quickest. We offer personal advice through our duty officer system
available every morning and one-to-one advice at planning surgeries in the evenings at various locations in the national
park. Our next planning surgery will be in the Hope Valley early next year. We'll let you know the details in good time.
We have information on planning on our website at www.peakdistrict.go.uk/planning or over the phone on
01629 816200.
Alternatively, you can contact me or other members of the Authority whose details are on our website at
www.peakdistrict.gov.uk/members or in 'ParkLife', our newsletter which was recently distributed to every home in the
national park. We are always happy to hear from you.
Of course specialist advice is also available from qualified independent people and there are, fortunately, many expert
practices in and around the national park to choose from that can give such advice.
I hope you will all make use of the service we are happy to offer you.
All the best
John Herbert
Chair of Planning Committee
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Elton’s Lazy Males and Hard-Working Females!!!

Sorry ladies – it’s not about you or your partners, but the tiny new residents just off Hungerhill Lane (Ongrill
to the locals). Elton’s Honey Bees.
So why the reason for the title? Well, that’s exactly how the community is structured. In each of the Hives the
women do all the work (and die as a result of their labours) and the males (Drones) serve no useful purpose
other than to mate with a Queen. Not just that – but only a Queen from another Hive. So they are not only
lazy but you could argue also unfaithful. Take some consolation – they can perform the act only once and it
kills them! And so the similarity continues I hear some say.
So what about these Bees? Well, first of all they are Honey Bees - not to be confused with Bumble Bees or
Wasps. All three insects belong to the same order but it is only the Honey Bee that makes honey. Wasps and
Bumble Bees may gather nectar but they do not make honey. The Honey Bee is a social insect, that is, they
live in large colonies. Right now, as we start to emerge from winter, they will have almost exhausted their stock
of honey which they collected during last year’s warmer months and will have been in a tight cluster in their
hive to keep the queen and themselves warm.
The honey gathering season normally runs from the end of March to the end of August and at the height of
the season each hive will house 60-80,000 Bees.
At the heart of the colony is the Queen. She is the only fertile female in the colony and has two main functions
to perform in life: mating and laying eggs. In appearance she is slightly longer than the worker bee. Other than
on her first ‘mating flight ‘or to Swarm -she never leaves the Hive so you are unlikely ever to see her, so don’t
be mistaken and think when you see a Bumble Bee you’ve seen a Queen Honey Bee! The Queen mates with
the drones on her ‘mating flight’ within the first ten to twenty days of her life. She normally makes only one
flight and will mate with as many drones as possible before returning to the hive to start laying eggs within a
few days. The Queen initially lays just a small number at the beginning of spring, then builds up to in excess
of 2500 each day during the height of the season. The Queen is unable to feed herself and is solely reliant on
the worker bees to feed her to support this increase rate of egg-laying. Under natural circumstances a Queen
may live for 3 to 5 years.
Worker Bees (the infertile females) that are born in the autumn are expected to live through the winter until
the following spring. However they face a very busy life maintaining and generally running the colony. They
act as nurse bees looking after the young brood, are responsible for defending the colony, for gathering nectar
and pollen to produce honey, cleaning out cells for the Queen to lay, secreting wax to draw out new cells and
removing dead bodies etc. Above all they are responsible for feeding the Drones and the Queen (who are
unable to feed themselves). For the final stage of the Worker Bee’s life she will become a ‘forager’ - collecting
nectar and pollen. After that it is only a matter of time before she leaves the hive one day and does not return
– died in service. From constant flying and collecting forage her wings and muscles deteriorate and from then
on her fate is sealed. Life expectancy during the height of the season is limited to about four weeks. Not really

Continued on page 11

Serenity Coffee Shop
Cliff Farm, Cliff Lane, nr.Elton
DE45 1LL

DJG Taxis
4 & 8 seater Taxi Service

Open: March until November
Airports,Days/Nights out, etc.
Each Saturday and Sunday
11am – 5pm
Contact John Gladwin
Everyone welcome.
Tel: 01629 650025 or 07767238331
Walkers,cyclists,climbers
Website: www.djg-taxis.co.uk
Email relax@peakserenity.co.uk
Tel: 01629 650712 Mob: 07837725337
Email: john@djg-taxis.co.uk
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Continued from page 10
surprising when you consider her wings stroke 11,400 times per minute, thus making their distinctive buzz and
she can visit 50 to 100 flowers during a collection trip. She will actually make only one twelfth of a teaspoon
of honey in her lifetime. It takes about 556 workers to gather 1 pound of honey from about 2 million flowers!
Whilst the collection of Honey is important, it is their ‘pollinating’ activities that help us and many other species
to survive. Without the pollen transferred from one plant to another on their furry little bodies many fruits,
flowers and crops would fail to germinate and may ultimately perish. So whether you are a lover of honey or
not – their and your life are closely interlinked!
So what of the future? The world seems to be changing and Global Warming is a subject receiving considerable
attention. Certainly change is taking place in the Honey Bee world. Whilst last year’s very severe winter caused
them no problems (they can survive in sub-zero temps) the warm spring followed by a long dry spell did
serious damage in some areas. Flowers were in bloom before the Colonies were sufficiently large to take
advantage and by the time they were up to strength the flowers in many areas had gone. The drought also
stopped many flowers pollinating – so bees all over the country began to starve!
Over the past 5 years we’ve also seen huge losses of Bees in many Western countries. Some Bee Farmers in
America with several thousands of Hives have lost as many as 80% of their Colonies - with no indication why.
The problem, known as CCD (Colony Collapse Disorder) has resulted in America now having fewer managed
pollinators than at any time in the past 50 years!
Obviously the weather has much to do with these problems – but so has man. Change in the way we farm –
loss of favourable habitats, use of destructive sprays etc., have all had a part to play. The restoration of
favourable habitat and fauna can help pollinating species and farmers are being encouraged to consider this
in their land management plans. Set-aside is an excellent example. Although small, there is also much we can
do to help restore this balance. Planting Bee and Insect friendly plants in our gardens and taking care to ensure
any pest control methods are non-toxic has a far wider reaching impact on nature than at first you may
imagine. Despite all the hedgerow and improved grassland flowers, Elton’s climate doesn’t make it easy for
Bees! So the battle to save our planet can also take place in Elton!
The Hives mentioned belong to Frances Burton and me (Phil Sadler). We’d both be happy to help you with any
Bee issues you have – and to collect any Swarms that may have taken up residence in your garden! If you’d
like to see inside a Hive and learn more about our Bees I’ve got a couple a spare Bee Suits and you’re more
than welcome to join us on a Hive visit on a fine day!!!
Phone numbers; Frances Burton 650209. Phil Sadler 650765.

WINSTER PRE-SCHOOL

Welcomes children from age 2yrs to school age to a warm and friendly environment.
Monday to Thursday term time only.
We are OFSTED approved and
a member of the Early Years Partnership.
Government Funded places available
for 3 and 4 year olds
We are registered for 20 places.
However, for 2010/2012 spaces are already limited due to high demand.
In order to secure a place for your child for 2011/2012 please contact
Cathy Banks on07799084244 (6.30 - 8pmTues evenings only) to register.

Registered Charity No. 1035604
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LAST MAN TO THE AZORES AND BACK - Part 2

Boats in ocean and offshore races now have trackers fitted. These show their position, speed and direction at all times graphically on a web
site. This has added considerably to the interest for spectators. Those watching the trackers saw that I had a good start and first few days.
For a long time I was not actually last. For almost the first week it was nip and tuck for last place with Foula. However, it was not easy. At the
Continental Shelf the ocean sea bed rears up in a cliff from 4,000 feet deep to 400 ie it is the underwater edge of Europe. There had been
some days of strong wind from the South West which was continuing. The Atlantic Ocean swell broke against the underwater cliff and made
conditions very rough. For the first two days I had taken sea sickness tablets. I thought that I had got my sea legs and stopped taking the
tablets. I was then very sea sick for some days. Also I was very concerned about the noises coming from the foot of the unstayed main mast.
I was really frightened that if the foot of the mast came free it would tear through the floor boards and take off my head as I lay alongside it
in my bunk. Twice I turned back and sailed some hours back towards England. Twice, like Dick Whittington, I turned again.
Before the start of the race I had had a brief conversation with Mark Fishwick, yachting journalist and photographer. Mark had been very
supportive of my attempt in the OSTAR and very kind about my retirement. I said that this time I was better prepared and hoped that I could
find the key to getting to the finish. He said bluntly but not unkindly: “Well, it helps not to turn back!” How those words echoed in my mind.
I couldn’t bear to fail again.
Someone wrote: “The pain of continuing will be temporary. The pain of retirement lasts forever.” I reduced sail and speed to ease the strain
on the mast foot. At times I dropped sail completely for many hours in order to undertake repairs to the rigging, principally chafing of various
ropes and lashings, which although nearly new were not proving to be ‘ocean proof’.
After about a week we got to the Charcot Seamount, an underwater mountain about 200 miles off North West Spain. Have you ever heard
of Charcot? No, neither had I but it came to dominate my life for some days. It gives its name to one of the continental sea areas. By then I
was out of range of British Navtex weather broadcasts but could receive broadcasts from Corruna, including forecasts for the areas of
Charcot, Altair and Azores. The forecasts were for Force 6 and it was blowing at least that, but I had no way of knowing as the new expensive
wind measuring instrument had given up the ghost, presumably broken by the violent motion at the mast head, another item not ‘ocean
proof’. I had again stopped taking the sea sickness pills because I must have my sea legs by now. Would I never learn? I descended into a hell
of sea sickness as bad as any I have ever had. The Charcot Seamount proved to be covered with fishing boats. Incidentally, none of them
appeared on the AIS. Now we all know that sailing boats have to give way to fishing boats actually fishing and for that reason and for self
preservation I tried to avoid them. However, one of them seemed intent on hunting me down and whichever way I turned he followed me.
Eventually I put on the engine and motored back the way I had come to get away from him. When I was clear of the Seamount and fishing
fleet, I hove to and got my head down. My two noon positions on day 7 and day 8 show that for 24 hours I made no progress towards the
Azores. During that night Foula overtook me and I was last. However, shortly after she suffered failure of her self steering and retired from
the race. By then a number of other boats had also retired with damage, eg Becca Boo, a Nicholson 32, legendary as being bullet proof, had
retired with forestay failure. That night I had my close encounter with the Esperanza. The next day I sent a text to the web master of the Junk
Rig Association (JRA) to ask him to put an advertisement on the web notice board: Junk rigged schooner for sale in the Azores, delivery not
included! However, I plodded on. I began to think in terms of weeks not days. The rough conditions and head winds gradually changed to
warmer, smoother and calmer conditions of the Azores high. I decided to keep taking the sea sickness pills all the way to the Azores or until
they ran out. I would then raid the sealed first aid kit and after that if need be the liferaft for pills. The daily routines were simple: noon, record
a GPS position and put it on the chart and record the daily distance by log and as measured on the chart since yesterday’s position; think
about doing some celestial navigation using the sextant, and then generally be overcome by laziness; eat when I felt like it; sleep when I could;
read occasionally; and always repairs, repairs, repairs. From time to time, when I felt particularly good or particularly bad, I would open one
of a number of ‘Red Cross parcels’ given to me by the family for the OSTAR which were still on the boat unopened because of my early
withdrawal from that race. Two year old sweets still tasted pretty good. I monitored the state of the service batteries and ran the engine to
charge them. Initially this had been for the expected two hours per day, but over the course of the trip the batteries, which were over two
Continued on page 13

ATTRACTIVE COTTAGE FOR 2
IN CENTRE OF ELTON
We have a lovely cottage suitable for two people for
weekly or weekend rental in centre of Elton village.
No smoking and no pets please. Would suit
relatives/friends of local residents visiting the
area as well as holiday makers.
If you are interested please call Angela and
Trevor on 01799 550994 for details.
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years old ie in lead-acid battery terms far from new, seemed to require morning and evening charging, sometimes amounting to four hours
in a day. My only other potential sources of electricity were one small flexible solar panel, which would not have done much more than
maintain the LED tricolor light, and a towed generator. I had been lent this by a friend and had wired in the necessary electrical connections.
On day two I streamed the trailing propeller to test it for the first time. I was disconcerted to find that the ammeter swung the wrong way. It
seemed that either, simply, the ammeter had been connected the wrong way round or, more seriously, the wiring from the generator had
been installed in reverse. I wasn’t able to sort it out on the outward leg. I was also reluctant to use the generator if not absolutely necessary
because the streaming and recovery of the towed propeller is not without some difficulty and indeed danger, and, being single handed, even
the slightest prospect of wrapping a finger or hand in the rope was not attractive. So my source of electricity was the engine. Therefore every
day I checked it very carefully and serviced it regularly; a 35 year old Volvo MD 11C thumper, it never missed a beat, but I did need to wear
ear defenders in the cabin whilst the engine was thumping. I used the electricity solely to run the electronic navigation and safety systems
incuding: Sea Me, AIS (and VHF aerial splitter), chart plotter, Navtex, VHF, Iridium telephone charger, tricolour light, speed log, battery
monitor, gas alarm and, when necessary, the light for the magnetic compass. This amounted to about 80 amp hours per day. The switch panel
for the electrics is old and the switches had red neon indicator lights. These consume a surprising amount of electricity and so before the race
the lights had all been removed. I never turned on the interior lights and only ever used an LED headtorch. In the Azores I made sure that the
towed generator could be used on the return leg but again I did not use it because it would have slowed the boat by a significant amount
and, as it was doubtful that we would get to the finish before it closed, every bit of speed was needed.
I was required by the race regulations to have some form of satellite communication. I bought a new Iridium telephone and an externally
mounted marine antenna. I devised a home made docking station and antenna connection on the chart table. I signed up to Mailasail for e
mail and for wind and weather information via the satphone and a laptop. However, I didn’t use this as my lap top is ancient and its batteries
could not be charged and the lap top had to be run from the ship’s batteries. I did not write a blog. My principal method of communication
was by text messages using the Iridium telephone. This worked well. I could send or receive 160 character text messages from and to
computers, Blackberries etc, or even some mobile phones. James, my neighbour in the marina in Plymouth and friend from the OSTAR (who
lent me the towed generator) kindly volunteered to send me weather information and routeing suggestions every day. This was not of much
practical use in my case. The proper racing boats have so much speed that they can sail to the weather that they want to be in. Lexia was so
slow that there was really not much choice except to plod on and accept the weather that I was given. However, it was a great source of
comfort to have a text from James every day, and also from a few friends and family and from the JRA. On the return leg James did make the
correct judgement to tell me to keep well west of the rhumb-line in order to have westerly winds from the Scillies in the last days. I should
say something about sleep and watchkeeping. The International Regulations for the Prevention of Collisions at Sea (IRPCS) require all vessels
to keep a proper look out at all times. There is no doubt that after the first say 48 hours, the single hander cannot do this. Therefore all single
handers break the regulations. As I have described above, AIS and Sea Me (and radar sets with alarms) can reduce the risk of collision to some
extent. Also for the single handed sailor, it is not just the risk of collision that is a concern but also the need to ensure that the boat is sailing
properly and in the right direction; it would be no good having several hours sleep if the wind had changed and the wind vane self steering
had taken you back many miles. Single handers rationalise the situation by saying that they accept that they are at risk, but their sailing boats
are so small and slow relative to merchant shipping that they pose no risk to a big ship. They do also minimise the risk by sleeping only in
short bursts eg for 10 or 15 minutes at a time. I do try to do this, at least at the start, and live with a clockwork kitchen timer on a string around
my neck. Initially I find it quite hard to lie down and go to sleep even for 10 minutes because quite frankly I am frightened. I have to force
myself to keep my head on the pillow even though I am not going to sleep. After some days I find that I have no problem dropping off because
I am so tired. Some days later the problem is to wake up, even with the kitchen timer ringing in my ear. Then I might wake up and think “It’s
light, it’s after dawn, I must have been asleep for an hour or two or more.” Then I am not sure whether to be pleased for the unexpected
extra sleep or to be concerned about the extra risk taken. As I settled into a routine, I generally tried to keep alert at night and to sleep in
bursts during the day. I thought that if I did hit something whilst I was asleep, then I would rather do it during the day, when I would at least
have daylight, than do it at night with all the extra problems caused the darkness. Paul Heiney in his book discusses the problem and comes
to a conclusion that he could not trust anything that any other single hander said to him about their sleeping and watchkeeping. Certainly we
all have an ambivalent attitude to the matter. When Francis Chichester and later Ellen McArthur returned from their round the world
singlehanded voyages, they were honoured by the Queen, being made respectively a Knight of the realm and a Dame, despite clearly having
spent some months breaking the law!
To be continued next issue

R. Stone - Joinery

FIREWOOD FOR SALE
Seasoned hardwood logs cut & split
Net bags £4 collected
Builders bulk bag (1m³) £45; £5 deposit on bag
Free delivery in Elton and Gratton
Elsewhere £10 for one, £15 for 2 or 3 bags
Tel: Simon 650209 or 07889 107008
Email: simonfowler1@btinternet.com
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Going to Me in Derbyshire
Should you wish to find me
When I have gone away
Follow the road to Alport
On any summers day.

The swallows will be winging
The blackbird sings his song
And I shall be there also
Contented all day long.

Now look into the river
And see the fishes glide
Then gaze upon the beauty
Of the surrounding countryside.

So happily I’ll wander
O’er hills and valleys green
In the glorious sunsets
So peaceful and serene.

Next take a walk to Elton
But do not hurry by
Or you will miss me resting
Mid flowers and grasses high.

And when the summer days are over
And chill winter winds may blow
I’ll still be here in Elton
In this wonderland of snow.

You’ll see the baby calves new born
And tiny lambs so sweet
A touch of natures wonder
To make this heaven complete.

So be happy for me dear ones
And do not breathe a sigh
For I’m everything you look upon
Hills, rivers, trees and sky.

Joan Kirk 1920 – 2011 (died Sept age 90)
Mansfield Notts

HOLIDAYS IN THE MOUNTAINS

Elton Quiz

Studio apartment for 2-3 people to rent
in Tignes (French Alps)

Monthly in the Village Hall
starting at 7.30pm

The apartment has spectacular mountain views, is well
equipped and is very convenient for skiing & all local
amenities.

Come with a team of 3, 4 or more
Bring your own drink & nibbles

Tignes is also very good for summer activity holidays
(tennis, golf, mountain biking, hiking, lake sailing, sauna,
gym, children’s adventure trail etc etc), as well as summer
skiing on the glacier.
For more info, contact Jon Linsley or Simone Parker on
650047 or jonandsimone@fsmail.net
(we can email pictures etc.)

£2.00 entry per person
Raffle - £1 a ticket
Make a note of these dates:
9th March, 13th April
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Across
1.
3.
9.
10.
11.
12.
15.
16.
20.
21.
23.
25.
26.
27.

ROBIN'S KNOTTY CROSSWORD

Boundary dip (4)
Inconsequential gab (7)
Measure of purity (5)
Ready at the net (7)
Type of bacterium (8)
Holy circle (4)
Locks and runs (5)
Failure of honour (5)
Unit of reproduction (4)
Gradually destroyed (8)
Purposely designate (7)
Metal headed golf clubs (5)
Participators in paid work (7)
Reverse sniffer (4)

1

2

4

5

6

8

9

10

14

11

12

13

14

24

15

16

17

18

20

30

35

Raised in anger (6)
Starry forecast (9)
Hopping chatter (6)
It’s there to tell (4)
Throw up (3)
Gadzooks (7)
Assembly of the clergy (5)
Exercising care (9)
Subject of persuasion (7)
Not a liability (5)
Shiny dark brown nut (6)
Quite certain (4,2)
Mountain lake (4)
Inlet in triangle (3)

3

7

Down
1.
2.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
13.
14.
17.
18.
19.
22.
24.

4

23

28

19

21

22

24

26

25

27

SOLUTIONS TO THESE PUZZLES ON BACK PAGE

Rob Embling Charity Darts Cup 2011
The annual Rob Embling Darts Cup held in memory of the former Duke of York B Team darts thrower was held
on 29th December 2011.
The evening saw darts players from Elton and surrounding villages come together for a fun night of darts,
drinking and food to raise money for Rob’s favourite charity the RNLI.
Money raised through donations and a raffle came to £210.00 – the best raised yet! In total, the fundraiser has
raised in excess of £1000 for the RNLI.
Thanks must go to everybody who took part, donated food and money and helped organize things on the night.
A special thank you to Lynn Carson and Colin Swindell for their efforts in arranging the evening.
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For Sale/Wanted

Resources

For Sale - Almost new Natuzzi
brown leather sofa (approx
195cm l x 95cm w x 80cm h).
Sadly, doesn't fit our new house!
Any reasonable offer accepted.
Contact: Janet & Tony 650034.

Community Transport
A Dial-a-Bus service for elderly
&/or disabled people operates on
the 1st and 3rd Thursday each
month
to
Buxton
arriving
11.15am & departing 1.15pm. To
reserve a seat, contact 641920

Bus services Timetable 0870 6082608

Jubilee Field
The pitches & pavilion
are
available for hire. For all
bookings, contact Colin Swindell
on 650672 or 07816986956

District Council 761100

For Sale - Two ¾ length shower
jackets 1 blue, 1 maroon plus
black coat (wool) all size 16 . £7.50
Bedside
table
with
drawer
(cream). £10. Phone Mary Elliott
on 650367
Wanted - Does anyone have a
copy of the book
published in 1966 by former Winster resident Mary Nattrass? I am very keen to obtain
one for Winster Local History
Group. Please get in touch if you
can help. Thanks. Geoff Lester
650090.
Advertise
your items for sale here
No charge for private sales
by residents or
village organisations

Mobile Library
Every other Tuesday - from 6th
March onwards
Elton - Duke of York 12.25 - 12.45pm
Elton - East End 12.50 - 1.05pm
Call 812267 or 58000 ext. 6589
for details.

Badminton Kate French 650273
Bell Ringers Alastair Scrivener 650791

Community transport 641920
County Council 08 456 058 058
Cricket Club Glynn Yates 650494
Crime Stoppers 0800 555 111
Darts Teams Paul Carson 650359

Doctors (Winster) 650207 Emergencies
733205 or NHS Direct 0845 4647
Electrical emergencies 0800 0568090
Eltonians Secretary Mike Musgrave 650293
Energy Efficiency Grants 761304
Fire advice 582849
Gardening Club Anne Wellington 650857
Gas leaks 0800 111999
History Group Lynn Burnet
Hospital The Whitworth, Darley Dale (minor
injury only) 580211
Housing advice 761311

Post Office
Outreach Service
Every Thursday in the
School House
From 1.45-3.45pm
Village Hall
Hire of hall: £5.00 per session or
£15 all day for residents & village
organisations. Non-residents at
reasonable rates.
For bookings or more information
contact Sue Lightfoot 650641

Jubilee Field Colin Swindell 650672
Mobility Scooter (Tissington Trail) for more
details contact 01335 343156 - seasonal only
Pre-school (Winster) Contact Cathy Banks
on 07799084244 (Tuesday evenings only)
Police For emergencies dial 999 otherwise
dial the NEW number 101 (It’s confidential)
Rail services Enquiries 0845 7484950
Refuse collection DDDC 761215
School 650282
School PTFA Amy Dabell 650948
Swimming pool Bakewell - 814205
Matlock - Arc Leisure - 581322
Tourist information Bakewell - 813227
Matlock - 583388

CROSSWORD SOLUTION

Village Hall Bookings Sue Lightfoot 650641
Water emergencies 0800 7834444
Womens’ Institute Myrtle Sellors 650223

Clues Down: 1.Hackle 2.Horoscope 4.Rabbit 5.Tale 6.Lob 7.Strewth 8.Synod
13.Assiduous 14.Recruit 17.Asset 18.Conker 19.Odds on 22.Tarn 24.Ria
Clues Across:1.Haha 3.Prattle 9.Carat 10.Ballboy 11.Listeria 12.Halo
15.Bolts 16.Welsh 20.Seed 21.Corroded 23.Earmark 25.Irons 26.Earners
27.Eson

